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Abstract- Mining frequent item sets is an important requirement in data mining domain. It is used in various rea time
applications to discover trends or patterns. The trends or patterns provide business intelligence or customer behavior that can
make help in making well informed decisions. There are many approaches available in the literature to mine frequent item sets.
However, efficiency and privacy preserving approach is to be given high importance. In order to achieve this, an algorithm
proposed. It is named as Fast and Privacy Preserving Item set Mining (FPPIM). The algorithm takes privacy budget and dataset
besides support and confidence as input. It makes use of a tree structure known as POC tree to hold data. Then mines item sets
that frequent in a faster way and with privacy preserving. The two measures such as support and confidence are used to prune the
results and improve quality. A prototype application is built to evaluate the proposed algorithm. Two benchmark datasets from
UCI machine learning repository and a synthetic dataset are used for the empirical study. The results revealed the usefulness of
the proposed algorithm. It showed better performance with existing ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Frequent item sets mining with differential privacy refers to the problem of mining all frequent item sets whose
supports are above a given threshold in a given transactional dataset, with the constraint that the mined results
should not break the privacy of any single transaction. Current solutions for this problem cannot well balance
efficiency, privacy and data utility over large scaled data. Based on the ideas of sampling and transaction truncation
using length constraints, our algorithm reduces the computation intensity, reduces mining sensitivity, and thus
improves data utility given a fixed privacy budget. In recent years, with the explosive growth of data and the rapid
development of information technology, various industries have accumulated large amounts of data through various
channels.
To discover useful knowledge from large amounts of data for upper-layer applications (e.g. business decisions,
potential customer analysis, etc.), data mining has been developed rapidly. It has produced a positive impact in many
areas such as business and medical care. Along with the great benefits of these advances, the large amount of data
also contains privacy sensitive information, which may be leaked if not well managed. From the literature [3], [5],
[8] and [10], it is understood that there have been efforts to improve the state of the art in frequent itemset mining.
However, there is need for faster and privacy preserving algorithm. Our contributions in this paper are as follows.
1.A faster and privacy preserving algorithm known as Fast and Privacy Preserving Itemset Mining
(FPPIM).
2.A prototype application is built to demonstrate proof of the concept.
3.The algorithm is evaluated with different benchmark datasets and a synthetic dataset besides comparing
results with the state of the art.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides review of literature. Section 3 presents the
proposed system in detail. Section 4 presents experimental results while section 5 concludes the paper.

2.

RELATED WORK

Different approaches in data mining are used to extract business intelligence from historical data. However, frequent
itemset mining is widely used phenomenon. Knowledge discovery from databases is explored in [1] and [2]. There
are many applications for frequent itemset mining. It can help in identifying interesting and hidden information or
trends or customer behavior. It is used in different domains including education as studied in [3] and [4]. In [5]
different concepts related to datamining are explored. Supervised learning methods is investigated in [6] while a data
mining approach to solve problems in power distribution systems is elaborated in [7].
Fast mining of frequent itemsets with an underlying data structure is explored in [8] while similar kind of approach
is followed to generate association rules in [9]. Frequent item set mining with more speed is defined in [10] and
[11]. In [12] associations among features is exported while the [13 focuses on association rules with ranking
concept. In [14] various datasets required by association rule mining are provided.
The research carried out in [15], [16] and [17] is linked to frequent itemset mining and association rule generation
that is very useful to extract actionable knowledge from databases. From the literature, it is understood that it is
essential to have faster item set mining and also preserve privacy. Towards this end, an algorithm is proposed and a
porotype is built in this paper to demonstrate proof of the concept.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
The proposed solution is a web based application where the proposed algorithm runs. It has different users involved
as we can see in the real world. It has different production companies, users and administrator. These roles are used
to control access to different users. The application generates synthetic data on which frequent itemset mining is
performed with the proposed algorithm. It also has provision to work with external datasets that can be used to mine
frequent itemsets with privacy preserved.
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Figure 1: System architecture
As shown in Figure 1, there is system architectur showing different components like admin, user, production
company and data mining activities. It enables the users to interact with the system wth appropriate functions. It
generates companies dataset on which frequent itemset mininig is done with privacy preservation. Owner should
register before doing any operations. Once registers, their details will be stored to the database. After registration
successful, he has to login by using authorized user name and password. Once Login is successful Owner will do
some operations like View your profile, Add company data set, View your company details with reviews and rank,
View user search transactions on your company, View other related companies by Frequent Item sets Mining using
FP-Tree format and give link on company name view its details.
The admin can view the list of users who all registered. In this, the admin can view the user’s details such as, user
name, email, address and admin authorizes the users.The Cloud has to login by using valid user name and password.
After login successful he can do some operations such as List all users and authorize, View all company users and
authorize Add all company name and view, View all company details with rank and reviews, View all companies
by Frequent Item sets Mining using FP-Tree format and give link on company name view its details.
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Figure 2: Data flow diagram
As shown in Figure 2, it is evident that there are many processes involved in the system. These processes are
associated with different files in the system like user role and admin role. There are production companies involved
as well. An algorithm based on POC tree is defined. We propose a novel differential private frequent itemsets
mining algorithm for big data by merging the ideas, which has better performance due to the new sampling and
better truncation techniques. We build our algorithm on POC-Tree for frequent itemsets mining. In order to solve the
problem of building POC-Tree with large-scale data, we first use the sampling idea to obtain representative data to
mine potential closed frequent itemsets, which are later used to find the final frequent items in the large-scale data.

ID

Items

Ordered Frequent Items

1

a, c, g, f

c, f, a

2

e, a, c, b

b, c, e, a

3

e, c, b, i

b, c, e
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4

b, f, h

b, f

5

b, f, e, c, d

b, c, e, f

Table 1: Sample transaction database
The POC-tree for the data present in Table 1 is as shown in Figure 3. The tree is constructed for further processing
while discovering frequent item sets.

Figure 3: POC-tree
As shown in Figure 3, the POC tree is shown for the data presented in Table 1. This tree is more efficient and can
help in improving performance of item set mining. The proposed algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm: Fast and Privacy Preserving Itemset Mining (FPPIM)
Inputs: Dataset D, support sup, confidence conf, privacy budget p
Output: Frequent Item Sets F’ with Privacy
1.

Start

2.

Initialize vector POC to hold POC tree

3.

Initialize vector AR to hold association rules

4.

Initialize F to hold frequent item sets

5.

Construct POC from D

6.

Find frequent 1-itemsets
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7.

Scan POC tree for finding frequent 2-itemsets

8.

F = Mine all frequent (>2) item sets that are compatible with sup and conf

9.

For each frequent item f in F

10.

f’=ApplyDifferentialPrivacy(f, p)

11.

add f’ to F’

12.

End For

13.

Return F’

14.

End

Algorithm 1: PP-FIM algorithm
As shown in Algorithm 1, PP-FIM takes dataset, support, confidence and privacy budget as inputs. It generates a
POC tree based on the given dataset. It is the tree which is light weight and support faster navigation. It generates
frequent item sets from the POC faster. Then, they are pruned based on the support and confidence. Afterwards the
differential privacy is applied to frequent itemsets based on the given privacy budget. Thus the itemsets are slightly
anonymized to preserve privacy and also ensure that data utility is not lost.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments are made with different datasets and privacy budget. Observations are made in terms of F-score and
relative error (RE). This section presents the results and compare with the existing algorithm.

F-Score
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0.1

0.85

0.89

0.58

0.63

0.59

0.64

0.25

0.95

0.97

0.68

0.74

0.69

0.75

0.5

0.95

0.98

0.73

0.8

0.74

0.9

0.75

0.96

0.99

0.75

0.82

0.76

0.83

1

0.98

0.99

0.77

0.85

0.78

0.86

Table 2: Shows experimental results
As shown in Table 2, it has F-score values for existing and proposed systems on multiple datasets. The F-score is
captured against a given privacy value.
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Performance Comparison with F-Score
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Figure 4: Shows experimental results
As shown in Figure 4, horizontal axis shows privacy budget. Vertical axis shows performance of the algorithms in
terms of F-Score (a measure used to know accuracy of frequent item set mining). The privacy budget has its
influence on the performance. The proposed system showed better performance over existing on different datasets.

RE
Priva
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0.1

0.045

0.052

0.17

0.24

0.18

0.25

0.25

0.04

0.09

0.15

0.19

0.16

0.2

0.5

0.03

0.08

0.19

0.28

0.2

0.29

0.75

0.02

0.07

0.17

0.22

0.18

0.23

1

0.02

0.01

0.13

0.18

0.14

0.19

Table 3 Shows experimental results with RE
As shown in Table 3, it has RE values for existing and proposed systems on multiple datasets. The RE is captured
against a given privacy value.
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Performance Comparison with RE
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Figure 5: Privacy budget vs. RE
As shown in figure 5, the horizontal axis shows privacy budget. Vertical axis shows performance of the algorithms
in terms of RE (a measure used to know performance of frequent item set mining). The privacy budget has its
influence on the performance in terms of RE. The proposed system showed better performance over existing on
different datasets.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Frequent item set mining with privacy preserved and efficiency is an important research are considered in this paper.
POC tree is used for faster computations that led to speed in mining item sets that are frequent. In addition to this
differential privacy concept is used in order to have privacy preserving mining that prevent data leakage while
discovering frequent item sets. The algorithm proposed towards this end is Fast and Privacy Preserving Item set
Mining (FPPIM). The algorithm takes different inputs such as dataset, privacy parameter, support and confidence
and generate frequent item sets faster. It is employed on the synthetic dataset containing companies’ data and two
datasets taken from UCI. The results are evaluated and found the proposed algorithm performs better than the
existing. The metrics used for comparison are RE and F-score. In future we intend to improve it with more fine
grained approach in generating frequent item sets.
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